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the goal of this release is to provide a stable release for those of you who are not comfortable with the "test drive" feature of the viewer. if you have issues with viewers from other companies, you should be able to find some help in the chat if you provide a link to the viewer you are having issues with. this is the first release of a new viewer: the incognito viewer by firestorm. it is a viewer that simply hides the gui. it does not provide any of the services typically associated with a viewer, such as inventory management or avatar customization. the current release is a pre-release version, and is not intended for public use. it is provided for those users who want a reliable viewer that does not require them to log into the firestorm server. if
you have an alt you want to push out to the public, please send me a link. the incognito viewer is a viewer that works by "incognito mode". in this mode, most of the graphical interface is hidden. the only things you see are your avatars, clothing, and chat. this is useful on systems with low specifications or for bringing an alt (alternate avatar) online without having your main avatar log out, or to quickly take care of messages, inventory, etc. we are in the process of moving the firestorm help team to a more centralized location. if you are having issues with the viewer, such as crashes, inventory errors, avatar errors, etc. please send us the link to the viewer you are having problems with. we will be able to do a better job of helping you

then. this is the first release of a new viewer: the incognito viewer by firestorm. it is a viewer that simply hides the gui. it does not provide any of the services typically associated with a viewer, such as inventory management or avatar customization. the current release is a pre-release version, and is not intended for public use.
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so, what should you look for in a viewer? simple and efficient graphical user interface (gui) is simple up to date update as soon as an update becomes available clear of cookies if you want to remain incognito easy to use on a personal note, the reason i chose to include this and not the cloud viewer
above was simply that it was the first viewer i found and downloaded, and found it to be the simplest option. i have since upgraded to the 4.0 version of the cloud viewer, which offers far more functionality than the basic incognito viewer. with the cloud viewer, you can have your main avatar

display yourself in the viewer rather than opening a new window, and you can set the avatar to automatically log in or out. you can also use a browser cookie to maintain your privacy, and you have the choice of which privacy level to use, in either public or private. moreover, when youve logged
out, you can opt to stay logged in, in case you want to remain connected for a bit longer. your main avatar can remain logged in without having to log out when youre finished, and you can store up to three different profiles, in case youre using three browsers simultaneously. the cloud viewer also

works on windows and macos, and uses either the cloud or your local isps servers to provide the viewer data, so there are no load times, nor any other form of lag for you to worry about. its a pretty robust viewer, and i recommend it highly. there are many viewers, so youll have to choose
according to your preferences. if youre used to web browsers, youll have no problems using any of these viewers, and theyll all allow you to remain logged in. 5ec8ef588b
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